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 Getting a loan from a bank has become a relatively normal occurrence these days. In the form ofinterest, banks benefit 

from the loans they make to their customers. Many variables should be consideredby banks when accepting a loan, including 

credit history and score, the person's reputation, the locationof the property, and the relationship with the bank. Many people 

seek for loans such as home loans,automobile loans, and other types of loans. On the basis of the aforementioned criteria, no one 

can beaccepted.Therearenumerousinstanceswhereloanapplicationsaredeniedbyvariousfinancialinstitutions. For banks to 

maximise revenues, accurate forecasts about whether or not to issue a loan to aconsumer are critical. The goal of this research is 

to apply machine learning techniques to forecastwhetheror not acustomer will be ableto obtaina loanfrom a bank. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

 This study used data from prior clients of multiple 

banks who had loans approved based on a set of criteria. 

To generate reliable results, the machine learning model 

is trained on that record. The primary goal of this study is 

to anticipate the loan's safety [1][3]. Loan safety is 

estimated using the logistic regression method. The data 

is cleansed first to avoid missing values in the data 

collection. Our model was trained using 1500 examples 

with ten numerical and eight categorical parameters. 

 Finance companies deals with all kinds of loans such as 

house loans, vehicle loans, educational loans, personal 

loans etc... And has a presence across areas such as cities, 

towns and village areas. A customer applies for a loan 

first, and then the Finance Company verifies the 

customer's eligibility for the loan. The applicants must fill 

out a form that includes information such as their marital 

status, gender, education, and number of dependents, as 

well as their income, loan amount, credit history, and 

other information.Therefore, a robust model is built 

taking those details as input to verify whether an 

applicant is eligible to apply for loan or not. The target 

variable here is Applicants "Loan Status" and the other 

variables are predictors. After building the Machine 

Learning model a Web Application is to be developed for 

a user interface that allows the user to see instantly if 

he/she is eligible to get a loan by entering the given 

details. 

 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Machine learning methods such as decision tree 

and random forest are used in the existing system. 

Although the Random Forest and Decision Tree 

classifiers provide good efficiency, the Nave Bayes 
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classifier provides excellent results. The lender must 

manually analyze each application, based on the 

applicant's primary points such as gender, legal status, 

education, number of dependents, income, loan 

amount, credit history, and so on, to determine if they 

are creditworthy or not, however this method is less 

accurate. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed model predicts whether a bank will 

give a loan to a customer. Because the goal of the model 

is classification, it is built using Logistic Regression using 

a sigmoid function. Preprocessing is the most 

time-consuming part of the model, followed by 

Exploratory Data Analysis, Feature Engineering, and 

finally Model Selection. Feeding the model with two 

independent datasets and then preceding the model. 

 

Logistic regression 

Logistic regression is a statistical machine learning 

technique/algorithm for classifying data by attempting to 

generate a logarithmic line that distinguishes between 

extreme outcome variables. It is feasible to create 

predictions using Logistic Regression in this way. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

After entering the values we will get the loan Status 

based the Model LR. 

 In this project we are using machine learning 

algorithm called Random Forest to predict loan eligibility 

and to train this random forest we are using below 

dataset 

 

 

 In above dataset in first row we can see dataset column 

names and in other rows we have dataset values and in 

last column we have class label as Y or N where Y means 

eligible and N means not eligible and now we used above 

dataset to train machine learning model and after 

training we will upload test dataset and then application 

will predict class label Y or N and 

Below is test dataset screenshows 

 

 

 In above test data we don’t have any N or Y class label 

and by analysing above records machine learning will 

predict eligibility. 

 

To run the project, double-click the 'run.bat' file 
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click on ‘Upload Loan Dataset’ button to load dataset 

 

 

Select and upload the 'loan-train.csv' file on the above 

screen, then click the 'Open' button to load the dataset 

and get the screen below 

 
In above screen dataset loaded and all columns contains 

non-numeric values and machine learning will not 

accept non-numeric values so we need to convert all 

those values to numeric by assigning ID’s to them where 

MALE will repla ce with 0 and FEMALE will replace with 

1 and below graph showing number of different values 

in dataset 

 
In above graph different colour lines represents counts of 

that column and you can see column names with colour 

in graph top right side. Now click on 

‘PreprocessDataset’buttontocleandataset 

 

In above screen all non-numeric data is replace with 

numeric values and now click on ‘Generate Train & Test 

Data’ button to split dataset into train and test part 

 

In above screen dataset contains 614 records and using 

491 records to train ML and 123 records to test ML 

accuracy. In below graph we can see importance of each 

attribute with other attribute by using graph correlation 

metric 

 

 

In above graph whatever column in x-axis and y-axis 

having value >0 will be consider as important features or 
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column. Now click on ‘Run Random Forest Ml Model’ to 

build random forest model on above dataset 

 
In above screen random forest model generated with 

77% accuracy and we can see its precision, recall and 

FSCORE valueand now click on ‘Predict Eligibility using 

RF Model’ button to upload test data and perform 

eligibility prediction 

Selecting and uploading the 'testData.csv'file 

andthenclicking the 'Open' button to load test data will 

yield the following predicted result. 

 
In above screen in square bracket we can see normalized 

test values and after square bracket we can see the 

prediction result as eligible or not eligible. You can scroll 

down above text area to view all predicted records and 

now click on ‘Random Forest Performance Graph’ button 

to get below graph 

 

 We can notice accuracy in the graph above, precision, 

recall and FSCORE values of random forest and graph 

y-axis represents %value where accuracy got 80% and 

Precision got 65%. Each metric bar colour name you can 

see from top right side. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The prediction process includes cleaning and processing 

data, imputation of missing values, experimental 

analysis of the data set, model creation, and testing on 

test data. On the original data set, the best case accuracy 

was 0.811 on Data set. The following are the findings after 

determining that applicants with the lowest credit 

ratings will be denied loan approval due to a higher risk 

of defaulting on the loan. Applicants with a high income 

and smaller loan requests are more likely to be approved, 

which makes sense because they are more likely to repay 

their loans. Gender and marital status, for example, tend 

to be overlooked. 
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